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INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Answer all questions as per instructions in each section.
2. Observe neatness in your workings.
3. This paper has 6 questions in 4 printed pages.

SECTION A: 26 MARKS
1. Choose the correct answer and write its letter in the box provided
i.
Which name is used to describe freedom, unity, peace, patriotism and dignity in
Tanzania?
A. National motto
C. Elements of culture
B. National symbols
D. National values
ii.
Which of the following sentences is NOT correct about the school committee?
A. The headteacher is the secretary of the committee’s meetings
B. It is the principal organ that advices the teacher on duty to run the school
C. It is made up by some parents or guardians and few teachers
D. It conducts two meetings in each academic year
iii. Acts of cheating during examinations can be seen if:
A. Pupils are not following instructions
B. The teacher is in the classroom
C. Many pupils fail the examinations
D. One pupil shows answers to others
iv. Our Uhuru torch was first lit during which historical event?
A. 9th December, 1961
C. Independence of Tanganyika
B. Death of Mwl. Julius K. Nyerere D. The revolution of Zanzibar
v.
I am the component of Tanzanian coat of arms. I am the pride of the nation.
Who am I?
A. Peak of Mount Kilimanjaro
C. Man and woman
B. Cash crops
D. Elephant tusks
2. Match the items in LIST A with their correct responses from LIST B by writing
the letter of the correct response in the brackets provided
LIST A

ANSWERS

LIST B

i.

I beg your pardon

(

)

A. Sympathizes others

ii.

Considerate person

(

)

B. An act of congratulating

iii.

A sign of self-love and
care
A pregnant woman

(

)

C. Should not attend to clinics

(

)

D. Expression of polite
communication
E. Person in need

iv.

F. Doing regular physical
exercises

3. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct words from the brackets
i.

One of the following heroes involved in Zanzibar revolution.
_________________________
(Mwl. Julius K. Nyerere / John Okello / Amani Abeid Karume)

ii.

How many colours are in Tanzanian presidential standard?
_________________________
(One colour / Two colours / Four colours)

iii.

The correct tool that disciplines pupils at school is called
___________________________
(Discipline teacher / National constitution / School regulations)

iv.

Class IV pupils take showers the same time as the time at which our national
flag is lowered down. At what exact time do they take shower?
__________________________________________
(12:00PM / 6:00AM / 6:00PM)
SECTION B: 24 MARKS

4. Fill in the blanks with the correct words to make a meaningful passage
My name is Noel. I am in standard IV at Maneromango Primary School. Our school
has good pupils’ government which is headed by (i).
________________________________. The head of the pupils’ government at our
school was elected by (ii). ________________________ through a competitive
election.
There are a total of three streams in our class. Each stream is led by (iii).
___________________ who collects pupils’ exercise books to the subject teachers for
marking.
Each stream in our class has a plot to sweep every morning under the supervision of
(iv). ____________________________________________ who does so on behalf of
the teacher on duty and environmental teacher. He also insists us to keep our school
environment clean by picking rubbishes and not tearing papers unnecessarily.

5. Study the pictures below and then answer the questions that follow

QUESTIONS
i.
The animal which is used as one among our national symbols is shown by which
picture? ________________________________________________________
ii.
Which banknote of our national currency has the picture of the animal marked
by picture A above?________________________________________________
iii. People who visit our country from different countries to see the animals shown
on Picture A and B above are known as
______________________________________________________________
iv. How can we protect the life of the resources shown by the above pictures?
______________________________________________________________
6. Read the following lyrics carefully and then answer the questions that follow
MUNGU Ibariki Tanzania,
Dumisha Uhuru na Umoja,
Wake kwa Waume na Watoto,
MUNGU Ibariki,
Tanzania na watu wake,
Ibariki Tanzania, Ibariki Tanzania,
Tubariki Watoto wa Tanzania.
QUESTIONS
i.
Mention only one occasion in which the above lyrics can be sung in our nation
________________________________________________________________
ii.
Who composed the above lyrics? _____________________________________
iii. In which stanza are the above lyrics found?
___________________________________
iv. Write one action of showing respect when singing the above lyrics
_______________________________________________________________

